
 
Hi everyone,  
 
This report is designed to provide an update of the MSU's attendance at CASA's 2015 
Get Out the Vote conference.  
 
 As all of you know, the SRA recently voted to end their membership with the Canadian 
Alliance of Student Associations, meaning the MSU is now currently without a federal 
advocacy organization. As a result, I am using this year to ensure the MSU is still 
federally represented, and this is being done in a variety of ways. One of the ways in 
which this was done was to attend CASA's GOTV conference as a way of seeing 
whether the MSU would benefit from purchasing their campaign materials, at a cost of 
5,000 dollars to the MSU. This 5,000 dollars was allocated by my predecessor in the 
MSU's 2015-2016 budget for this purpose, meaning that we did have the money to 
purchase these materials.  
 
There were also additional reasons for attending this conference. First, this conference 
was important for Ehima and myself to see whether CASA was evolving into an 
organization that would better serve MSU students. We wanted to be able to meet with 
CASA's executives and home office and see how we could work together to ensure the 
reasons for why the MSU left were being addressed. Lastly, I attended CASA's 
conference in representation of the Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance (OUSA) as 
well. This was to see whether OUSA could collaborate with CASA or the other provincial 
associations present in a more formalized way than what has been done in the past.  
 
To recap the conference, it was definitely very enlightening for Ehima and myself. The 
itinerary for the event essentially revolved around discussing CASA'S Get Out the Vote 
campaign, and training its member schools in how to deliver the campaign to students. 
In a nutshell, the campaign involves a software (Nation Builder), that allows student 
unions to track student involvement in the federal election. They are able to reach out to 
students, get them to sign up, list whether they will, will not, or may vote in the federal 
election, and can then make an effort to reach out to students to encourage them to 
vote. Essentially, the campaign revolves around a student voter pledge system.  
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 There were several positive aspects of the campaign. First, it was very comprehensive, 
and provided student leaders with a variety of resources to use to ensure students 
would head to the polls. Also, it was very research based, and helped us learn that 
some of the best ways to engage students in voting is through peer-based interaction, 
and through knowing friends or classmates who are voting as well. This type of 
research will definitely influence the MacVotes campaign, by allowing us to have 
student representatives approaching students directly, rather than just a social media 
and events-based campaign.  
 
 There were, however, some aspects of the campaign that Ehima and I felt did not 
coincide with the direction of MacVotes. First of all, by partnering with Apathy is Boring, 
CASA is becoming completing non-partisan with their Get Out the Vote, meaning that 
they are not emphasizing student issues or any election issue during the campaign. 
Their goal is simply to promote voter turnout. Although a noble end goal, the MSU feels 
that the purpose of student unions and student advocacy organizations should be to 
represent their special interests, and make student issues a national priority in the 
election. Also, the MSU will be highlighting party platforms during the election, and 
running debates and events that do promote a discussion of topics. Although the MSU 
is still running a non-partisan campaign, we still feel the approaches we are using when 
compared to CASA are definitely. Secondly, the amount of time and resources for 
CASA's campaign would require more planning and effort on top of the already 
extensive programming that we will have.  
 
 Thus, although valuable to learn of CASA's Get Out the Vote campaign, the MSU has 
decided not to purchase CASA's Get Out the Vote materials, and instead use the 
allotted 5,000 dollars for the existing MacVotes campaign.  
 
 As mentioned before however, the MSU also attended CASA to meet with their 
executives, home office, and other members, to get a better understanding of how the 
MSU will integrate with CASA in the future. Overall, there are challenges and optimism 
associated with future MSU involvement in CASA. First, the Chair and Home Office of 
CASA have said that member relations are a priority for CASA this year. Moreover, after 
further discussion, I have learned that the issue of proportional voting that has been 
brought up in the past is not as endemic an issue as past MSU representatives may 
have declared. Informal studies have been done and it has been found that even if 
CASA used proportional voting structures, only one vote in the last years would have 
actually changed. However, what still remains a priority for us is the fee for CASA, 
which still appears quite hefty for federal advocacy. Additionally, we still see challenges 
with balancing the wide diversity of school interests at CASA, as the organization is 
home to undergraduate, graduate, part-time, polytechnic, and college institutions.  
 
 Lastly, the conference was also valuable from an OUSA perspective too. Technically, 
Ehima was able to represent the MSU while I was able to represent both the MSU and 
OUSA. CASA had invited OUSA to attend the conference, in addition to provincial 
associations from British Columbia, Alberta, and Nova Scotia. The representatives from 
each of these associations decided to meet up during CASA's conference, and we 



discussed how we could collaborate more formally than in the past. Overall, we were 
able to share updates from each of our provincial associations, and agreed to have a 
conference call in mid-October to decide on a policy file or project that we could 
potentially work on and complete by the end of our terms.  
 
Overall, I found this conference to be very valuable for informing my opinion on the 
MSU's next steps for federal advocacy, and for ways to collaborate with other student 
unions and provincial advocacy organizations. Even though we decided not to ultimately 
purchase CASA's GOTV materials, we are still thankful for attending those sessions, as 
they better prepared us for MacVotes, as well as allowing us to anticipate what other 
students will be doing in the lead up to the election.  
 
 In terms of next steps, I have been in conversation with the USC about our federal 
advocacy options for both our schools, and we'll likely be seeing how we can 
collaborate in the future. Otherwise, our MacVotes campaign for the federal election will 
be ramping up during October to engage with the federal government, and after the 
election we'll be connecting with the newly elected MPs during our Municipal Advocacy 
Conference and afterwards to establish a formal relationship.  
 
If you have any questions about any of the information included in this memo, please let 
me know. 
 
Best,  
 
 
 
 
Spencer Nestico-Semianiw 
Vice-President (Education) 
vped@msu.mcmaster.ca  
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